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12th May 2004, ~ Developer Solutions, the specialist development resource,
announces the availability of Data Junction Migration Toolkit, from
Pervasive Software.
Data Junction Migration Toolkit is the ideal application for anyone with
complex database issues. Integration experts Pervasive have come up with
another product which will save time and money for countless developers.
This Toolkit makes data migration simple and effective, as well providing
several other outstanding features.
Most purchasers of new applications know the benefits of moving to a more
flexible and business-friendly system, and they budget the cost of
acquisition without much difficulty.
Whether you build or resell applications, the easy-to-use Data Junction
Migration ToolkitT accelerates your application deployment time, improves
customer satisfaction, and generates fast ROI.
With native connectivity to so many data targets and sources, no interim
file structures are needed to complete the migration, ensuring maximum
performance during the migration itself. The proven, underlying migration
engine then handles large and small data files, making the product perfect
for any migration project around the organization. The Migration Toolkit
runs on the Windows platform, but can reach data on almost any operating
system.
The Migration Toolkit includes more than 100 native data connectors that
allow access and introspection to nearly any data format, a robust
conversion engine, drag-and-drop visual mapping and a rich transformation
language.
With Migration Toolkit, data is accessed in its native format by connecting
to the underlying data store used by the application. By connecting to raw
data files there are none of the limitations posed by exported files from
the application.
Having native connectivity to the underlying data storage files and tables
means that many of the usual limitations posed by the application's export
procedure are eliminated. To convert the data into the format required by
the new application, the visual expression builder with its wizard-driven
syntax guide allows reformatting control for data types, dates and time,
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addresses, name parsing and much more.
In addition to this functionality, the Migration Toolkit also features:
Record filtering so that only desired data is migrated across
Record rejection so that "dirty" data can be remediated in a later
conversion
Expression test panel for checking transformation expressions one record at
a time for immediate testing and debugging
Data browser for viewing live data and before/after results
Ability to visually parse flat files, define record structure and data types
An event-driven model that allows even the most complex data structures and
data to be efficiently handled without having to exit the designer to write
code
Migration Toolkit enables System Integrators, Independent Software Vendors
and enterprise IT staff to rapidly complete migration assignments. With
Migration Toolkit implementing new applications is simplified and requires
fewer resources speeding your "time to value".
Benefits with Data Junction Migration Toolkit include:
Rapid migration to new applications
Low total cost of ownership
Fast ROI for Data Junction Migration Toolkit
Fast ROI for new applications

About Pervasive Software
Pervasive Software is a global value leader in data infrastructure software.
The company's award winning products enable customers to manage, integrate,
analyze and secure their critical data, providing the industry's best
combination of performance, reliability and cost. Pervasive's strength is
evidenced by the size and diversity of its customer base, serving tens of
thousands of customers in virtually every industry market around the world.
With headquarters in Austin, Texas, Pervasive was founded in 1994 and sells
its products into more than 150 countries.

About Developer Solutions
Developer Solutions is the specialist development resource, providing
developers and businesses with advanced software technologies, an extensive
portfolio of training and consulting services and an application development
capability. For more information, visit Developer Solutions at
www.developer-solutions.co.uk, call 01364 654222 or email
rob.mcnichol@developer-solutions.co.uk
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